Why WestlawNext® Canada?

Not all legal research systems are created equal

Cutting-edge search technology, intelligent tools, and an intuitive design are the key differentiating factors that offer legal professionals greater efficiency, effectiveness and confidence in their legal research.

CriminalSource™
Never miss a case on point with our unmatched criminal case law collection

CriminalSource is home to an unmatched collection of reported and unreported criminal and related cases exclusive to WestlawNext Canada – including the Canadian Criminal Cases (the CCCs).

- The complete collection of the CCCs back to 1898 and ongoing (Editor-in-Chief: Marie Henein)
- Includes CCC classification, headnotes, and summaries written by leading experts
- All summaries from the Weekly Criminal Bulletin since 1977 and ongoing (Founding Editor-in-Chief: Edward L. Greenspan, Q.C., 1976-2014)
- The complete collection of Criminal Reports back to 1946, and ongoing (Editor-in-Chief: Don Stuart)
- Motor Vehicle Reports (1977-)
- Immigration Law Reporter (1987-)

Exclusive content on CriminalSource

Carswell Criminal Law Digests
- Included in the Carswell collection of more than 200,000 digests of Canadian Case Law
- Covers virtually every case reported in Canada back to 1803, and every case received from the courts since 1986, whether reported or unreported, with the exception of Québec civil law

Dangerous Offender Database
Contains over 1,500 cases, including several hundred previously unreported decisions, gathered from every court in Canada, focusing on the prosecution of Dangerous and Long-Term Offenders.

Quantums of Sentencing Digests
Nadin-Davis, Canadian Sentencing Digest contains virtually all the sentencing cases back to 1970.

SPEND LESS TIME SEARCHING AND MORE TIME FINDING

- Search by section of the criminal case
- Search by case
- Search using plain language

WestlawNext Canada is the only service that allows you to search broadly across multiple content types, and narrow results quickly. So no matter where the content resides or how you choose to search, results are thorough and relevant.
Get exclusive online access to many of the same legal titles you’ve relied on for years that provide well-reasoned statements of the law

- **Martin’s Annual Criminal Code**
  Edward L. Greenspan, Q.C., The Honourable Mr. Justice Marc Rosenberg, and Marie Henein

- **Martin’s Related Criminal Statutes**
  Edward L. Greenspan, Q.C., The Honourable Mr. Justice Marc Rosenberg, and Marie Henein

- **Annotated Tremear’s Criminal Code**
  The Honourable Mr. Justice David Watt and Madam Justice Michelle Fuerst

- **Annotated Tremear’s Related Criminal Statutes**
  The Honourable Mr. Justice David Watt

- **Annual Review of Criminal Law**
  Steve Coughlan, Michelle Lawrence, and Robert J. Currie

- **Canadian Criminal Code Offences**
  John L. Gibson and Henry Waldock

- **Canadian Criminal Procedure**
  The Honourable Roger E. Salhany

- **Criminal Law Evidence, Practice and Procedure**
  John L. Gibson and Henry Waldock

- **Criminal Law Quarterly**
  Edited by Kent W. Roach

- **Criminal Pleadings & Practice in Canada**
  The Honourable Mr. Justice E.G. Ewaschuk

- **Disclosure and Production in Criminal Cases**
  Murray D. Segal

- **Drug Offences in Canada**
  Bruce A. MacFarlane, Q.C., Robert J. Frater, Q.C. and Croft Michaelson, Q.C.

- **McWilliams’ Canadian Criminal Evidence**
  The Honourable Justice S. Casey. Hill, David M. Tanovich, and Louis P. Strezos

- **Sentencing: The Practitioner’s Guide**
  Gary R. Clewley, Paul G. McDermott, and Rachel E. Young

- **Watt’s Manual of Criminal Evidence**
  The Honourable Mr. Justice David Watt

- **Youth Criminal Justice Act Manual**
  Madam Justice Miriam H. Bloomfield

---

**MACK’S JURY CHARGE REVIEW**

A unique collection of full-text criminal law Jury charges that have been the subject of review by Courts of Appeal or the Supreme Court of Canada, and accompanied by expert reviews of the appellate rulings and impugned charge.
Search by section of the *Criminal Code* and link directly to commentary and annotations written by Canada’s leading criminal law experts

**Link directly to expert interpretation of case law and legislation**

- *Martin’s Annual Criminal Code and Martin’s Related Criminal Statutes*
  Edward L. Greenspan, Q.C., The Honourable Mr. Justice Marc Rosenberg, and Marie Henein

- *Annotated Tremear’s Criminal Code and Annotated Tremear’s Related Criminal Statutes*
  Honourable Mr. Justice David Watt and the Honourable Justice Michelle K. Fuerst

- *Canadian Sentencing Digest*
  R. Paul Nadin-Davis and Clarey B. Sproule, Q.C.

- *Code Criminel Annoté*
  The Honorable Mr. Justice Guy Cournoyer

- *Crankshaw’s Criminal Code of Canada*

- *Youth Criminal Justice Act Manual*
  Justice Miriam H. Bloomenfeld
Search Across Multiple Content Types

A single search provides you with all relevant content you’re looking for, no matter where it resides.

Expert analysis helps you develop a legal strategy, and deal with complex cases efficiently saving you time, and giving you confidence that you are on the right track.
Search one of our offence grids – Martin’s Offence Grid or Tremear’s Offence Tables – and link to supporting materials and expert commentary that help guide your critical decision in minutes (rather than hours) and still feel confident you have made smart, informed decisions in the best interests of your client.

### Criminal offence grids – exclusive to WestlawNext Canada

- **Martin’s Sentencing Chart**
  - This grid covers offences under the *Criminal Code*. It shows:
    - Whether an offence is indictable, summary, or hybrid
    - Whether an offence is absolute jurisdiction
    - The maximum and minimum sentence
    - Available sentencing options
    - Illegal sentences
    - Orders that you may wish to consider or that are mandatory
    - And more

### CriminalSource Newsletters

Stay current on the most recent developments, and consult with pre-eminent authorities in the field.

- **Watt’s Criminal Law and Evidence Newsletter**
  - The Honorable Mr. Justice David Watt

- **Milligan’s Criminal Law Advisor**
  - Leading defence counsel Jeff Milligan

- **Segal’s Motor Vehicle & Impaired Driving Newsletter**
  - Former Deputy Attorney General Murray Segal

- **Police Powers Newsletter**
  - Madam Justice Michelle Fuerst, Susan Magotiaux, and Scott Fenton

- **RegQuest–Regulatory Offences and Compliance Newsletter**
  - The Honorable Mr. Justice Rick Libman, Bernard Aron, Gordon Scott Campbell, and John Allen

- **Mack’s Criminal Law Bulletin**
  - Assistant Crown Attorney Dallas Mack

- **For the Defence: The Criminal Lawyers’ Association Newsletter**

- **Cournoyer-Ouimet en Bref**
  - The Honourable Mr. Justice Guy Cournoyer of the Cour supérieure du Québec

### Law Journals and Articles

- **Criminal Law Quarterly**
  - Editor – Kent W. Roach

- **Canadian Criminal Law Review**
  - Editors–The Honourable Mr. Justice Patrick Healy and Anne-Marie Boisvert

- **National Journal of Constitutional Law**

- **Criminal Report Articles**

- **Canadian Criminal Cases Articles**

- **Motor Vehicles Reports Articles**
Find all on-point cases, faster
No need to wade through duplicate or non-relevant cases. Search results provide the most relevant cases faster.

Get up to speed on legal issues faster
Whether you simply need a quick refresher or you’re dealing with an unfamiliar area of law, WestlawNext Canada has superior tools and resources to get up to speed quickly.

Stay current, easier
Keep up to date with the latest legal developments and changes in the law with customizable alert management tools. Track individual bills or bills relating to specific statutes for deeper, more efficient research.

Draft air-tight legal documents faster
Create an efficient legal drafting workspace. Take the risk of repurposing precedent documents. Drafting tools give you an ideal starting point in the legal drafting process.

Build winning litigation strategies
Combine litigation-focused research with practice-specific tools to support your strategic decisions and automate your most tedious tasks.

Reduce the time it takes to get a complete answer
In one place, you can search and browse all the case law, legislation, commentary, practice notes, and annotated precedents you need to do your best work. More focus, less legwork. It’s time well spent.

I rely on Westlaw Next Canada to help me find helpful uncommon cases. In one recent sentencing hearing the judge commented that he was unaware of some of the cases I had cited. These cases clearly had a big impact on his decision, since he commented that “If your lawyer hadn’t done such excellent research and such an outstanding job, I would’ve given you 4 or 5 years.” To me, there is no substitute for thorough research, and for me that means WestlawNext Canada.

– Lindsay Doucet, J.D., Mainwood Legal Services

I became used to researching the law with hard-copy books ... in the past few years, I’ve started using the leading online research system WestlawNext Canada .... It raises my confidence level that I’m totally on top of my game ...

– Bruce MacFarlane
Canada’s Most Advanced Legal Search Engine

**You Ask**
Plain language or Boolean, our search engine understands what you’re asking for.

**We Search**
Across multiple content types through our unmatched legal content collection.

**You Find**
Exactly the results you need, relevant for your legal issue. No more, no less.

**You Deliver**
Better answers in less time. Clients can bank on your research.

Specialty Solutions
Our practice-specific products have been developed specifically to match how research is done in each practice area.

Choose one or many to meet your practice needs.

- **CriminalSource™**
- **Employment Source™**
- **Estates&TrustsSource™**
- **FamilySource™**

- **InsolvencySource™**
- **IPSource™**
- **LabourSource™**

- **LawSource™**
- **Litigator**
- **SecuritiesSource™**

Superior Support

**24/7 Expert Research help**
Free, live telephone support 24/7 to assist you with your research.

**Training Options to meet your needs**
Access thorough guides, videos and tutorials with your subscription.

Call Toll-Free
1-866-609-5811

Online
[www.westlawnextcanada.com](http://www.westlawnextcanada.com)